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Parry's Soundings
RUDOLF STAROSCIK AND BRIAN DAVIDSON

Introduction
An era of expeditions through uncharted oceans
developed during the 1Sth century. For example,
Cook's first voyage in 1768 was a combined

Royal Navy and Royal Society enterprise, to
observe the 1,769 transit of Venus across the Sun,

to seek evidence
southern land.
and

of a hitherto unknown

In 1818 John Ross (1777-1856), (Fig.1), was
given command of a two- ship Arctic expedition
seeking a northwest passage round the extreme
northeast coast of America. FIe was also to note
the currents, tides, the state of ice and magnetism,
and to collect specimens he found on the way.
Ross sailing inthe Isabella with Villiam Edward
Parry (1790-1855), (Fig.2) who was to become a
distinguished Arctic explorer rising to the rank

of

Rear Admiral, was

Alexander. They

in

command

of

the

left England in early May

reaching Lancaster Sound, Canada towards the
end of August.
Frc.

2.

Sir'\flilliam Edward Parry

Parry's soundings
Recently, while examining a collection of more
than sixty mid-nineteenth century microscope
slides prepared by Thomas Henry Hennah, we
found four slides labelled as 'Parry Soundings'.
The most important of these was described on

the iabei as 'Parry's

Soundings, 674 fms,

Lancaster Sound, lat. 73oN, Sept

i

1818' (Fig.3).

The remaining three simply carried the label,
'Parry's Soundings 201 fms.' (Fig.a). A slide
from the same collection signed by Hennah is
shown to document and confirm the handwriting
on the other slides (Fig.5).

There are many examples of mounts of deepsea soundings known, both commercial and
scientific from many subsequent oceanographic

expeditions such as the voyages
.:,:ri.r,

FIc.

1.

.,

,;

Captain John Ross

[courtesy of the Royal Gcographical Society].

of

HMS

Porcupine, The British Antarctic Expeditions,
and the more famous Challenger Expedition.

F{owever, since our Parry soundings were
recognised we have not been able to find any
such mounts dating from before 1818, and this
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A Hennah slide

show his holograph
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was a strong incentive to explore the origin of
these slides.

Ross's 1818 Voyage

A number of Arctic exploratory voyages begun
towards the end of the fifteenth century were
unsuccessful, primarily due to the presence of
extensive sea ice, and as a result interest in the

ii
._i

project waned by the mid 17th century [1,2]'
The intention to find a north-west passage was
rekindled in England early in thel8th century
due to a confluence of events.
Britain, at the end of the Napoleonic Wars,
was left with a large and under-employed Nary.

A report that Russia was preparing an
exploratory expedition into the Arctic raised

Parry's Sownd.ings

concern within the British Admiralty. As a
result, John Barrow, Second Lord of the
Admiralty, with the support of SirJoseph Banks.
suggested that England should launch another

attempt

to find a North-West

Passage. This

by Lord Melville, First
Lord of the Admiralty, and in 1817 a plan for
request was accepted

such an expedition employing a two-pronged
effort utilizing four ships, was announced [3,
p.29al. HMS Dorothea and HMS Trent under
the command of Capt. David Buchan with Lt.

John Franklin as second-in-command, were
ordered by the Admiralty to search between
Spitzbergen and Greenland and proceed
northwards, hopefully through an open polar
sea. Captain John Ross was given command of

the second group sailing in HMS Isabella with
Lt. Edward Parry as his second-in-command,
sailing in HMS Alexancler. FIe was ordered to
enter Davis Strait and pass into Baffin Bay and

to

proceed

if

possible through Lancaster

Sound. At the time the twin Arctic expeditions
were seen by many to be the 'grandest and most
ambitious naval adventure to date' [4].
Ross was also instructed to perform a wide

variety of observations

in

geography, natural

history and hydrography of thc Arctic regions.
Although earlier voyages of exploration had
made scientific and other observations, the Ross
expedition was apparently the first to be tasked
to collect what would now be considered
oceanographic observations [3,p.295]. The work

would include gathering zoological, plant

and

geological specimens, and also to detcrmine the
depths and the nature of the ocean bottom at
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multiple sites [5, pp.1-1a]. Ross was issued with
instruments [5, pp.xvii -xix] designed to a11ow
him to obtain the required information; and in
addition cach ship was supplied with a skilied

to document significant
observations. The Isabella also carried Captain
William Sabine (1288 -1883), later General Sir
Edward Sabine KCB FRS, who was skilled in
the study of mathematics, astronomy, terrestrial
magnetism and physical geography. His
distinguished scientific careet included
becoming President of the Royal Society in 1861
[5,pp.9-11]. A measure of the detailed planning
and intent of this expedition is shown by the
inclusion on the voyage of John Sackheouse, a
native Eskimo from Jacob Sound, Greenland,
whose role was that of interprcter. He was also
an accornplished artist, and his coloured aquatint
of the first meeting with the 'Natives' shows in
detail the Isabella and the Alexander, both had
been built originally as whaling ships (Fig.6).
draughtsman

Ross's instructions were comprehensive and

representative

of similar instructions

successive oceanographic expeditions
next half century 16.p.1281.

for

for
the

Barrow states at the end of his description of
the rationale for the voyage: 'Of tbe enterprise
itself, it rnay be truly cb'aicterized as on, if th,
most liberal and disinterested that w(ls ever
wndertaken, and eoery way rtortby of a great, a
prosperous and enlightened nation: baoing for its
primary object tbat of tbe adz,ancement of
science, for its oun sake, u,ithout any selfsh or
intere ste d vie'ta s.' 12, pp.37 8-3791.

Frc.

6. H.M.S

Isabella

& H.M.S. Alexander.
By John Sackheousc.
Commwnication
uith the Natives of Prince

First

Regents Bay, as draun
by John Sackheouse and
presented

to Capt.

Ross,

Augt. 1A,1818.

(This is the

earliest

representational work bv
a native American artist

to be so reproduced).

of the Royal
Geographical Socictyl.
lCourtesy
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After difficulty with ice the expedition passed

into Baffin Bay, arriving at the mouth of
Lancaster Sound at the end of August 1818
(Fig.Z). However, on 31 August Ross aborted

the voyage, turning back toward

England,

having seen what he thought was a mountain

range obstructing further passage

in

into

the

the Alexand.er, sailing several

miles behind the Isabella, did not see the
mountains, nor did he believe that they were a
reality. On their return to England Parry voiced
his concerns and with the support of \7i11iam
Sabine, was able to convince the Admiralty that
the mountains did not exist. Consequently, he
was given command of HMS Hecla and HMS
Griper in the following year, with orders further

to

explore Lancaster Sound and beyond if

possible

17,

of

674

,f*4,

*.r'
h,J,"

thc track

both vessels and the

fathom sounding depth.
.,rnp

Jh,/

Baffin Bay

showing

",,

"jts

{F

sound. Parry

;l

Frc.7. A part of Ross's
map of his route in

p.781.

Although Ross returned with a large volume
scientific information
about the conditions in the Arctic, his failure to
proceed into Lancaster Sound overshadowed all
else, leaving the Admiralty disappointed and
effectively compromising Ross's naval career

t*;;77
'$'i./.,,.t;,.,

original of which has unfortunately been lost.

Ross made multiple attempts to obtain
meaningfui samples with McCulloch's device
but found it to be inadequate. This led him,
whilst at sea, to design and construct a new
instrument which he named the deep-sea
Clamm (Fig.8). His device worked well allowing

him to obtain multiple ocean-bottom

samples
Ross

weighing as much as six pounds.

successfully performed almost 1OO soundings in
Davis Strait and Bafffin Bay, retrieving material
from significant depths, including at least four
thought at the time to be from 1000 fathoms or
more, by far the deepest recorded to that date.

T H Hennah

The slides which were the catalyst for this
present paper are the work of Thomas Henry

of new and significant

Flennah, whose birth was registered on 23
August 1826 in London. Other incomplete

13,p.2941.

details record Christchurch, Southwark as the
place of birth. His father Thomas is recorded in
the 1841 census as'Gentleman'.In 1853 Thomas
moved to Brighton where his primary interesr
in photography led to the establishment of the

firm Hennah & Kent. The quality of his work
Deep-sea Soundings

The depth of the water under the keel was
measured by lowering a weighted line marked
into fathoms ("swinging the 1ead"). Sometimes
mariners used tallow in a cup-shaped deprcssion
at the bottom of the lead to sample the ocean
floor as an aid to navigation 18, pp.2a5-2061.

Ross was supplied with an 'instrument better
calculated to bring up swbstances than the lead
usually employed for this putpose'[5, pp.1O-11].
This was a device designed by McCulloch, the

was well regarded, and he wrote a book on the
collodion process, which was used as a text for
many ye ars. In 1852, Thomas Hennah, described
as a young London artist, and \6lliam Henry

Kent, a photographic artist from the Isle of
Wight purchased a licence from William Fox
Talbot to make portraits using the Calotype
process. By 1854, Hennah and Kent had
established a Talbotype Portrait Gallery in
Villiam Henry Mason's Repository of Arts at
108 King's Road, Brighton (Fig.9). At that time
he was living at 7 Clifton Hill, Brighton.

Parry's Soundings
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Hennah's special interest in deep-sea mounts
additional slides in our collection

is evidenced by

of

material from HMS Cyclops and HMS

Porcupine, mounted by him (Fig.10). He felt so
strongly about deep sea soundings that he wrote
a short abstract included in Nature, 7 December
1871 which said:

As a rule, yacht oruners object to tbe fatigue

and dirt of dredging, but as rae have the
successfwl exarnple of the Noma, may .oe not
hope that other yachts may further the cause of
science,

if

assistance

in the way of instruction or

apparatus be afforded to them by those baving
the necessary experience and means? The idea of
now urging tbe question is not mine alone, but is
entertained. by many ardent naturalists r.uho are
rnuch in favour of a skilfwl searcb of owr seas at
bome, as well as of the Mediterranean and other
distant and almost untried, seas. Your pages have
often borne rt:.,itness to the interest and importance

attacbing

to marine zoology, and of men of

practical experience, sucb as Carpenter,'V/.

H HF{ NAH &, KE

NT

rf ;i l:rrtoqL;rphir d:;l;rh[irirrrrrrrt
]rt
lil$, iilb;['$ H[1A]l iil{lilll'rI}], ]nfi,
$lu'niu

Frc.

8.

Ross's Deep-sea Clamm

He joined the Brighton and Sussex Natural
History Society, becoming President in 1869.
His primary interest appeared to be microscopy,
as shown by his presentations to the Society on
subjects such as Gundlach's lenses, palates of
Mollusca, minute crustaceans, a new series of
lenses by Venham, scales of fish, and methods
of illumination. Hennah also gave practical
lessons to the members in mounting, sectioncutting, and the preparation of objects for the

microscope: he contributed to the Society's
cabinet many fine preparations rvhich he had
made.

Frc.

9.

Hennah & Kent's Brighton shop
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On 10 April 1870, Hennah presented to the
Society his findings on the soundings made by
Parry in Arctic Seas in the Davis Straits and
Lancaster Sound, in water ranging in depth

"i.

from22 to

..1

1058 fathoms, between

68'-76"N and

73"-78"W, in 1818 19, p.2)l. In the presentation
he specifically mentioned soundings ol 201 and
674 fathoms [10, pp.5Z-58].

11. Meteorological
log of the Isabella 29
August- 1 September
Frc.

A Copy of the origilrl lle teorological Logs of His Majesty's Ships the lsabella

1

ISABEN-I,A.

4

6
8

IO

t2
4
6

I

10

l9
2
4

6

.B

lo
t2
4

6
B

1'0

19

The above tables lrave been

examined,

818

Parry's Sowndings

This still left open the important question

15,pp.172-1771, including copies of the
meteorological logs of both the Isabella and

as

to how Hennah actually obtained the Parry
material. The answer was found in a report of

his presentation to the Society [10, p.20;

Alexand,er covering the observations recorded
from noon 29 August through noon September
1 f5, pp.180, 1811, (Figs 11,12).

10,

It revealed the important information
that J C Burrows had purchased Parry's

p.5Z-581.

It was most surprising to us to find that on 31
August the meteorological log of the Isabella
noted a sounding of eru fathoms from which
'soft mud' was retrieved. A review of the
Alexander 1og for the same time period reveals

geological collection from his widow: among
them were some soundings iabelied in Parry's
hand-writing. The geological specimens were

placed

in the Brighton

Museum,

but

the

soundings were handed over for microscopic
examination to Hennah, locally recognized as a
skilled microscopist. IJnfortunately, Hennah
died in Brighton on7 Jamary 1,876, at the early
age
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one but with no mention of ocean-bottom
material. In addition [5, appendix 3] Ross
provides a table of soundings obtained by the
Isabella in Davis Strait and Baffin Bay: this
records that on 31 August at Lat.74"8' N a
sounding of 674 fathoms was made. Under the
column "Nearest Land seen" is listed'Mouth of
Lancaster Bay' and under the column labelled
'Nature of Soundings and remarks' is mwd

o{ 49.

Origin of Parry soundings material
Further research into these slides concentrated
on both the personal and meteorological logs of
the Isabella maintained by Ross, and similar
logs of the Alexand.er recorded by Parry [1 1,

(temp 29 % when tahen wp) zpitb rownded gravel
of quartz rocb (Fig.1,3, 14). This is almost

121, as well as Ross's published account of the
voyage [5]. In this narrative Ross tries to justify
his decision to end the expedition on 31 August

identical to the information recorded on our
slide except for the darc,

I

September, and the

latitude 73'N. The Isabella, according to the

Frc.
and Alexander, betrreen Noon, 2p

August- 1
1818
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of

13. Photomicrograph
"Rounded gravel

and

quartz rock"
From the slide fig.3 above.
[Darkfi eld, x20 objective].

information listed, was located at 73oN latitude
on the lollowins dav. I Seotember. The
confusion concerning the date may be due to the
importance of the 1000-fathom sounding
performed on 1 September. It has also been
noted that Ross seems to have been quite capable
of transposing the events of one day to another
13, p3a7), and as noted above Barrow was
somewhat critical of Ross's apparent lack o{ an
inquisitfue and persevering pursuit after detaik
of fact 17, p.211.

It

also should be noted that the material
mounted on our slides is consistent with
Hennah's presentation of the Parry sounding
when he mentions that
..from deeper the sowndings were rich in organic

debris

diatomaceae, particularly large
Coscinodisci, were very abwndant. Sponge
Spiculae also abownded (Fig.l5, 16), and [10,
p.201.

Both the personal and meteorological logs of
the Alexander, maintained by Lieutenant Parry

[11] are available on line. There is no reference
to a 674 fathom sounding, and apparently all of
the deep soundings were made from the Isabella
13, p.3011. Parry does not mention any use of
Ross's deep-sea Clamm on board the Alexander.
His only reference to the instrument is a note
dated 1 September in his personal log where he
records the successful sounding of tooo fathoms
carried out on the Isabella, with the comment:

among the mwd he brought up froTn this great
depth, in Captain Ross's macbine,zlas a star fsh,
uthich rpill perhaps be considered as a cwriosity
112,

p.1321.

\fe found no evidence that Parry carried a
deep-sea Clamm on the Alexander, so that the
only bottom samples that he was likely to have
obtained wouid have been material imbedded in
the tallow applied to the bottom of the

lead

weights. Parry occasionally mentions the nature

of the bottom

material retrieved from

his

soundings using terms such as soft mud, sand,
black stones l1l, p.125), and coral rock [11,
p.141] with no mention of animal material.

Although Ross in his narrative gives a more
detailed description of the material retrieved by
the deep-sea Clamm, including descriptions of

worms and other marine organisms, neither
Ross nor Parry make any mention of saving

or preserving any of the collected material.
The only reference indicating that at least
some of the ocean-bottom samples that Ross
collected were in fact saved, comes from a letter

that Sabine wrote to his brother in which

he

states:

He [Ross] is very kind and I am half ashamed
of myself for lawghingat his stupidity in collecting

rnud, and packing it in pickle jars, and in glass
twbes hermetically sealed, and in conceiving that
be is doing Sir Joseph Banks a great service in
supplying him w,itb

it

13, p.2961.

Parry's Sound.ings
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Rorkv.

deep-sea Clamm, and not

made

from aParry sounding

from the Alexander, and that it

was

Clamm. Sabine's
comment also suggests that saving ocean-

obtained on 31 August rather rhan

bottom samples was not the norm for voyages

The significance of the Hennah-mounted
Parry soundings slides

recovered

deep-sea

of exploration at this time.

Therefore, our review of the information
gathered strongly suggesrs that the marerial
from 674 fathoms mounted by Hennah on our

slide, actually originated from a sounding
performed by Ross on the Isabella using his

1 September.

The Ross 1 818 expedition was one of the first if
not the first British expedition largely designed
to be an oceanographic voyage. During the
voyage Captain Sabine nored rhe collection and
preservation of some of the dredged material

Runorr Stanoscu< aNo BnraN DevrosoN
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Frc. 15. Photomicrograph
ol Coscinodisczs diatoms
From the slide fig.3 above
[Darkfi eld, x20 objcctive].

obtained by Ross's deep-sea Clamm, the first

effective device for collecting significant
specimens of ocean bottom material. As
Wyvilie-Thomson wrote in his description of
the voyages of HMS Porcupine and HMS
Ligbtning, Ross's deep-sea Clamm soundings
were the frst awtbentic instance of any quantity
of tbe bottom having been brougbt up from sucb
depths 18, p.21$. Parry was reported to have
carried and successfully used a Ross deep-sea
Clamm on his 1819 voyage [3, p.315], after

it

was apparently never used again.
it served as a model for the later
development of more efficient instruments.

which

However

Wallich, the naturalist on board HMS Bwlldog
during the 1860 voyage, notes that after having
difficulty obtaining adequate ocean-bottom
samples, he successfully used a modification of

the lack of light, high pressure and low
temperature [15]. This theory was not finally

laid to rest until the work of Carpenteq of
Jeffreys, and of Wyville-Thomson's 1873 report

on the results of the
Ch

PorcuPine

and

allenger expedition [8].

Other than Hennah's presentation on the
Parry soundings, we have been quite unable to
find further information concerning fate of this
materiai saved by Ross. Professor Mclntosh in
his report on the Annelida Polychaeta collected
during the Challenger Expedition states:
There can be little doubt that dwring Sir John
Ross's tzoo Arctic voyages (1818 and 1829)
Annelids of considerable interest mwst have been
obtained, indeed, he mentions in his first voyage

Ross's Clamm [13, p.11].

It might be that Ross's
for all modern
as
a
prototype
served
Clamm

that "worms" were procwred in the mwd at a
depth of 1OO0 fatboms. Unfortunately the
collections in each case hape disappeared.' 11'6,

oceanographic grabs in use today 13, p.315].

P.ivl.

Although the Ross 1818 expedition is
remembered for a variety of contentious
reasons, his report of retrieving worms and
other live animals from great depths was
considered to be of considerable importance

Subsequent enquiries have not found any
material relating to the Ross 1818 expedition to

and was widely referenced [8, p.18; 14,p.xv; 13,
pp.78-801.

is interesting to note that if the results of
the Ross soundings had been published soon
after his return, Edward Forbes (1815-54) may
not have developed his 'Azoic theory' suggesting
that life cannot exist below 300 fathoms due to

It

be present in the collections of the Natural
History Museum in London [17].
Conclusion

From the information presented above, it is
clear that the material mounted on our slide
labelled '674 fms'was actually obtained from a
sounding made on IF'MS Isabella using Ross's
Deep-sea Clamm on 31 August 1818.

Parry's Soundings
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16. Photomicrograph

of sponge

spicules and

diatoms
From the slide fig.3 above.
[Darkfi eld, x2O objective].

It can therefore properly be claimed that this
'674 fms' slide is the most important of only
{our known surviving preparations of the
earliest deep-sea soundings from one of the first
British oceanographic expeditions. It may well

recovered and that it was the Isabella, not the
Alexander from which the soundings were

also be the only remaining ocean-bottom
specimen obtained using the first sounding
machine capable of recovering material
from great depth.

this material from Parry's widow and

Given the lack of additional information on
the three 201 fathom slides, we could not further
define their origin: however, we believe that it is
likely that they originated from the same source,
since they are noted in Hennah's presentation
on the sounding material [1 1]. It is of interest
that Parry was able obtain the Ross material in
view of the apparent animosity between them as
a result of their disagreement concerning the
existence of mountains at the mouth of Lancaster
Sound, the general conduct of the expedition,
and the failure to give proper recognition to the
work of the other officers 13, p.2951.

The provenance of any article is almost as
important in validating its authenticity as the
object itself. It has been possible with the

made. It is clear that Parry obtained a sample of
the soundings from Ross and that they remained
with him until his death. J C Burrows obtained
passed

it to Hennah, whose interest in such
matters was well-known locally. Hennah
some of

mounted the soundings on slides and gave a
Iecture about them to the Brighton & Sussex
Natural History Society in 1820. Hennah died
in 1876, and subsequently his slide collection
was acquired by William Henry Youdale (18591922), a member of the Royal Microscopical
Society. The Youdale collection, including
Flennah's slides, was purchased by one of the
authors some twenty five years ago, and the
Ross/ParrylHennah slides have now surfaced
agarn.

It has been a challenging and rewarding task
to piece together the story that these microscope
slides reveal about an important expedition, the
first to gather material from what were at the
time the deepest soundings successfully

and a degree of determination, to establish the
detailed history of this small group of important
slides, from the moment when the soundings
were taken, up to the present day. Ross's 1og

retrieved. Although Ross rose to the rank of
Captain and received.a knighthood in 1_843, his
career was compromised by his misjudgement
in Baffin Bay. In spite of this he should be
remembered for leading the first scientific
oceanographic expedition which became the
template for those which followed, even to the

confirmed where and when this material was

present day.

judicious use of modern methods of research
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